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Uncover the inspiring national bestseller about aging and health that "will help us all live every
year to the fullest" (Sheryl Sandberg).In Disrupt Ageing, Jenkins focuses on three core
areas--health, wealth, and self--to display us how to embrace opportunities and modification
just how we look at getting older. Here, she chronicles her very own trip and that of others
who are producing their mark as disrupters to show readers how we could be active, healthy,
and happy as we get old." A good sentiment to be certain, but CEO of AARP Jo Ann Jenkins
disagrees. 50 is definitely 50, and she, for just one, likes the appearance of it.We've all seen
the ads on Television and in magazines--"50 may be the brand-new 30!" or "60 is the fresh 40!
Through this effective and engaging narrative, she touches on all of the important problems
facing people 50+ today, from caregiving and mindful living to building age-friendly
communities and producing our money last.This is a book for all your makers and doers who
have a desire to keep exploring possibilities, to celebrate discovery over decline, also to seek
out opportunities to live the best life there is.
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 I am healthy, active and will continue to work very well into my 70's if my wellness continues.
Won't solve working class problems, insufficient housing, low wage earnings This book is
more about extended middle age rather than old age.It's not outstanding, nonetheless it gets
a 3 because it is by the head of AARP, and it's really useful to know very well what someone
such as this is thinking.The entire thrust of this book, of viewing older people as contributors
instead of liabilities, is quite welcome.The initial chapters give examples of those who have
had relatively straightforward lifestyle paths, who are moving towards scaling back again from
high-pressure jobs towards more involvement in charitable and family activities. And by the
way, life expectancy has in fact dropped for white women, but the writer glosses over this. it
appears to me that AARP must be disrupted, because the acronym is useless any
more;Readers who've suffered lifestyle setbacks may wish to skip to the chapter about older
workers. Waste of my time. Disappointed and Want My CASH BACK Ms. But what of the those
who are struggling with health and socio-economic complications after 40, and can't really
compete with their counterpart ten years younger? How do we bring them into the combine,
and keep them functioning at a full time income wage?The "thousand dollar tax credit" for low
income savers might provide them with . I do feel like I am in an extended middle age group
and loving life.. $35-45K plus interest at retirement? Hopefully plenty of to buy a trailer. Guess
it could be a start; cheaper and simpler to implement than an actual housing program
involving permanent structures.It is beneficial to understand the perspective on aging while
viewed from the position of somebody heading of AARP. The issues of later years are mostly
covered in the sections about arranging for appropriate health care. If you're a perky person
directed at organizing million dollar public personal partnership grants for Habitat for
Humanity senior housing, this book is for you personally! Given the current climate in
Congress, where many legislators in almost all believe all social problems ought to be
handled by family members and the church, the chipper, pro-private sector tone of the book
could be an unfortunate (though irritating) requirement.Are "we" are just jumping on the tech-
speak bandwagon of "disrupting" old age, rather than undertaking the traditional job of
elders-- ensuing that strong, useful social institutions will end up being transmitted to the next
generation? There are waiting set of YEARS, but where people are likely to live while they're
on the waiting around list isa fine queries. She talks glowingly of new types of developments
for content seniors and intergenerational advancements. Transformation AARP to something
meaningful. Is "It's all up to you, to volunteerism, also to the personal sector" really the way
you imagine our country should care for the old? Sure, it's great to counter age discrimination
and encourage everyone to remain healthy, vital individuals who contribute to society.
Therefore, I am an example of her Disrupt Ageing and perform what you want, learn, generate,
live, etc. (WalMart greeter involves mind, alas.) Please SAVE YOUR VALUABLE Money. There
is nothing at all new (as well as mildly interesting) in this publication. Five Stars While
promised. If it weren't for her AARP connection, I doubt this book would have ever been
released.To be good, I flunked pension after three years and went back to work because I
enjoy work and I needed to get meaning in things that I did so to help people, so I concentrate
on mature adults and seniors to help them find "the proper place to live" as though they
almost all had the power and financial wherewithal to really choose - which they don't most
moments. a lot was tales about other folks. Not made for everyone. it appeared like a
brochure. the examples of very wealthy people re-inventing themselves was next to the point:
what about typical people. The chipper tone in the initial chapters, using the term "we" to
describe general social trends, can be a bit much.If you buy this book, you might like to sit



down together with your friends after reading it, and also have your reserve group discuss it.
Sorry I purchased it. reinvent AARP, and start a conversation on how the most powerful nation
on earth which it really is documented, HATES It is THE ELDERLY, and make changes
therefore an average person can retire in DIGNITY, then that might be great. We want a huge
cultural modification, and you could be the one who makes that happen.ps: none of my
friends includes a clue what AARP does, and we all should. If I possess any pause for concern,
it's the issue of funds and helping one's self after pension. Unrealistic and Inappropriate Happy
H___S___. Perhaps cultural pressure to consider age group as a component of diversity could
impact employers to employ more older workers. Its meat for someone whois not much
intoretirement or before pension. Apparently, in case you are somebody who must keep
operating "out of financial necessity," then it's just on you to consider better care of your
wellbeing, and grin and bear it. I just could not make my method past that part. I felt enjoy it
was condescending rather than encouraging. But I am a Realtor who tries to find people in
Charlotte have waited 5-7 years for a section 8 voucher so they can find a spot to live, who
discover that there simply aren't any, and when they don't really find one very quickly period,
they shed the voucher, AND they can't reapply because Charlotte isn't taking any applications
any longer. Less certain about this chipper tone. So talking endlessly about all of the
wonderful possibilities, and especially as the CEO of AARP, I'd find it more worthwhile she
tried to create about the "speak" of section 8 and other help that's supposedly passed out to
people willy nilly which has no actuality behind it. Statements from the publication such as,
"Let's encounter it: it's expensive to be alive" and "We're busy people living occupied lives" and
"We have been a nation that adores its automobiles" produced me question if the celebrities
who suggested it, and explained it as "amazing" and "compelling," had in fact read it. But older
workers who have exhausted their bodies through physically demanding labor will never be
extremely enthusiastic at the idea that they ought to continue volunteering, or turning up for
work at whatever pay they can still get., but he happy puppy types of her friend - the doctors,
and business owners, and lawyers who gather and discuss their wonderful lives. Look around
ladies. Sorry I purchased. Not so fairly when you down, and it sounds like you simply don't.
This gives some examples of corporations that have discovered that their requirements
coincide with the requirements of employees who are experienced, but don't have endless
20-something energy. I got about one quarter through it and realized it was a business for
AARP. Very boring. The only real part of the publication that seems relevant was the last
actions chapter. I felt enjoy it was condescending instead of encouraging It seemed to be a
publication about one individual bragging about how accomplished she was in life, and did
not give any help those of us who have not achieved such a higher level of success. She
totally ignores the vast amounts of people over 50 who have no resources, who can't find
decent casing, who can't redirect their ives due to illness, disability, or other misfortunes - also
to be fair, some of their own making. Sales book Terrible book. it seems like perhaps a PR
company wrote the book it seems like perhaps a PR company wrote the book. It's a sales
book. Found no useful details and thought the composing was extremely boring Found no
useful info and thought the composing was extremely boring. The view is good if you look
sideways or up. I loaned it to my Boss to read and she was happy that she did not bother to
get it. We am in living the extended middle age life I really enjoyed the book, I felt recognized
and understood as an extremely young senior, We am 62..A plan for extending middle age. I
really do believe the Baby Boomers are Disrupting Ageing. it is this important organization.,
frightening stuff. The need for good healthcare, without an eye opener to me, is usually a stark



reminder that it's a great concern and we do want better Heath Care WITHIN America. Five
Stars Good Book~ Five Stars Very encouraging read! I found it boring with nothing new to The
book made obvious points - something I didn't expect. The title implied more bulleted points,
specifics, and more info - but none of the was there. I found it boring with nothing at all new to
report wouldn't recommend it. Boring book. This book was a complete waste materials of my
time and money. mostly about subjects I'm not interested in, anyway. Jenkins has an important
indicate make regarding not really thinking about age as a number but circumstances of brain
and directed energy. The book was not bad but more appropriate for someone younger .
Jenkins book is filled with tired cliches, older anecdotes and exhausted quotes. Two Stars I did
so not find much of value in it.
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